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Company: SPG Resourcing

Location: United Kingdom

Category: other-general

Company Overview: SPG has been approached by a fast growing cloud company in the UK,

to hire them a Solutions Architect. The clients focus is on delivering strategic objectives

through innovative cloud solutions and working collaboratively to design, build, migrate, and

support cloud technology projects.About the role: As a Solutions Architect, you will play a

pivotal role in the design, scoping, estimation, and delivery oversight of multiple

professional services projects. You will collaborate closely with the leadership team, project

managers, and engineers to ensure projects are delivered to the highest standards,

adhering to best practices, timelines, and budgets. With a diverse portfolio spanning public

sector, education, and private sector partners, you will tackle an array of exciting projects,

from automating data-driven solutions to virtualizing educational environments and

beyond.Responsibilities: Lead scoping and design discussions with customers to gather

requirements and formulate architectural solutions that deliver value.Foster positive

customer relationships and ensure projects are delivered within scope, time, and budget

constraints.Provide guidance and support to our team of cloud engineers, ensuring their

growth and skill development.Collaborate with the Head of Technical Operations to drive

process improvements and automation.Act as the senior point of escalation for technical issues

and outages.Contribute to maintaining high customer satisfaction levels, fostering AWS

relationships, and driving business growth.Experience:2+ years' experience designing and

building solutions in AWS.2+ years' experience gathering project scope, requirements, and

designs.AWS Solution Architecture Certification at professional level.Proficiency with core

AWS services including Load Balancing, EC2, RDS, CloudFront, S3, and
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CloudWatch.Experience with modernization of legacy architectures and AWS serverless

solutions.Familiarity with deployment mechanisms and migrating on-premise environments

to the cloud.Nice to have: AWS specialty certificationExperience with machine learning

and on-premise environments.Leadership skills and scripting abilities (preferably in

Python)If you're passionate about making a difference and want to be part of a dynamic team

driving positive change, apply now and help push the boundaries of what’s possible in the

cloud.How to Apply: Please submit your CV and I look forward to reviewing your

application.SPG Resourcing is an equal opportunity employer. We celebrate diversity and

are committed to creating an inclusive environment for all employees.
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